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About This Game

“do you remember the time of a cool summer night, you were still a child, sitting
with your parents, looking up at the stars”

《Stars》is a VR game about stars. With the soothing music, you can completely relax and look up at all the beautiful stars. Do
you know how many stars are there? how many constellations? where did the 12 constellations’ names come from? what is the

story of every constellation? We will show you all the answers.

Game Features：

Peaceful and relaxed game experience, VR will make the experience fantastic. Just sit down and relax, enjoy the
beautiful stars.

Dynamic connections, vivd images and wonderful stories of all the 88 constellations

6000 stars which are based on real data, you will learn a lot about the universe, constellation etc
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Title: Stars
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
MatrixStudio
Publisher:
MatrixStudio
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Enjoyable game, very hard. Just don't expect much accuracy in it.....you get tanks in the initial German invasion of 
Belgium....................................in 1914.. I think this game is pretty fun to play, even if some parts of it need to be touched up.
Graphics are fairly sharp, and I haven't experienced any major performance issues running this game on my lower-end machine.
The gameplay does mostly as advertised and requires you to be efficient in production and sales. There are a few random events
thrown at you shown through news reports which will affect your production line, applying for new loans, or interest rates on
existing loans. The market is a neat mechanic where you can see the impacts of competition when making similar products to
your rivals. All in all, for me, the pros outweigh the cons. I think the user interface could use some work to be a little more
accessible and intuitive, and some new features could also be introduced. The market and economy system should demonstrate
price elasticity in different products a little better. And the AI could be more challenging or at least given a head start in the
industry to make the game more challenging. But even as it is, I'm going to keep playing because it's pretty fun starting up new
companies and building them up to be veritable industry titans.

. Sort of Uridium C64 revisited. Old school side-scrolling shooter, with a graphics flourish and fairly unforgiving gameplay..
Come on guys this is low budget. Have a heart.
It's a nice retelling of a great old game.
I had far too short an attention span to complete the original so looking forward to experiencing the story by playing this version
instead.
First level felt like the old one, and I'm enjoying it so far.. Who doesn't like skulls and flames?. Perfect game to satisfy your
desire for achviements. <3. Year long load times,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665online experience, filled with
hackers, takes hundreds of hours to get enough money do do anything in the game. Don\u2019t buy unless you want to only play
story mode.. If you need an X-Com fix bad, this will do the trick. It has lots of polish issues (minor bugs, unclear info, pacing
issues, sudden ending, clunky interface in places, camera glitches, AI inconsistent, etc., etc.) - BUT the combat, character
development and micromanagement chores are just right level of complexity.
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Basically makes Leon Rick Grimes.

Though it's tempting to not half every zombie cop with the shotgun and recreate this scene:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QNAkD-w0Gss. some parts of the game are a little bit off, but its for sure fun to play. I
hate the optimization tho... Also the game is not that simulator type of bike game but still enjoyed the game. Plus its not that
expensive here in my store so i think for the price, its worth it.

ps: MANY THINGS NEED TO BE IMPROVED. I wish there’s a dev that would like to make the ultimate MotoGP game
where you only buy once and you’ll get free updates every year (for every season changes). That will help the dev to improve in
specific problems that exist, rather than making a whole new game every year. Make the title something like ‘MotoGP: Video
Game”. That’ll be cool haha

final rate: 8.5/10. Polyball is a fun little early access title that brings back great memories of playing the Super Monkey Ball
games as a kid. I still go back to playing those games often (with SMB 2 being my favorite!) through the excellent Dolphin
Gamecube emulator, so as a result I’ve become pretty familiar with what makes SMB such a great title. The controls, the
physics, level design and charm all add up to create a phenomenal gaming experience. Polyball was obviously inspired by Super
Monkey Ball, but  isn't  Super Monkey Ball. It doesn't try to be and instead tries to be its own thing.

As a result, we get a great platformer that breaks free from the classic gameplay elements of its inspiration. For one, you can
jump (which was a concept implemented in the underrated Super Monkey Ball: Banana Blitz but not found in the classic SMB
games), and the level design is completely based around this. There are plenty of platforming challenges sprinkled throughout
the levels, but the game's medal system still encourages you to race to the finish. The levels are also much bigger than that of
Super Monkey Ball's, and can sometimes take upwards of 2 minutes to complete. While this might annoy some players who
enjoy going for good times on the leaderboards, I was personally fine with this decision. The levels are fun as well, and similar
to the SMB games they are fun to replay over and over again.

The physics aren't perfect, but are generally really tight and make for fun gameplay. The devs can obviously refine the physics
over the course of development so I’m sure they’ll improve. The controls are also tight and responsive, which is absolutely key
for a game like this. If the controls weren't good then the game wouldn’t be fun to play and thus be completely ruined. Lastly,
SMB's charm is replaced by a striking art style and minimalistic design principles. I personally love this and find that it makes
the game even more enjoyable. All in all, Polyball is shaping out to be a great game and I'd say this is one to keep your eye on if
you were are looking for a game similar to Super Monkey Ball. I’ve enjoyed my time with it and look forward to the updates
down the road.. (Bootleg FNAF)
This game has horrible controls and long load times. What was supposed to be a jump scare death is a joke. This game is
overpriced and lacks any depth. The biggest pain in this game is the stupid flash light. waste of time and money. there are so
many good horror games out. This game is not one of them.. Smart "two-sticks" puzzle. Gradual new features and way to make
you struggle.
Sadly the visual and overall experience is a bit limited in term of global experience.
A good enough puzzle game but the competion is though in this genre. Not recommanded at full price.. Excellent Golden Age of
Heros romp. Classic over the top and fun.. I enjoy this game a lot. It harkens back to Legend of Zelda II for the NES. But
somehow it overcomes all of the shortcomings of that game (which was the VERY FIRST video game I ever bought.). If I have
anything to say bad about the game it is that it isn't done yet. I want more so chop chop lets see some updates and see where the
story goes!
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